
This exercise uses data from Feb–Mar and Nov–Dec 1992 on employment at fast food restaurants
in the US States of New Jersey and Pennsylvania taken from Card and Krueger in The American
Economic Review, Vol. 84(4). The data are described in the output below. We are interested in
how the minimum wage affects employment decisions in these restaurants. In April 1992, New
Jersey increased the minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05. In Pennsylvania, the minimum wage
was unchanged, and we assume it to be $3.80 for this exercise.

1. In the output below, we report estimates from the following regression, estimated on the
sample of fast food restaurants in Feb–Mar 1992.

empftikt = α+ γminwagekt + β1nregsikt + β2hrsopenikt +
4∑
j=2

ηjdj + εikt (1)

where i denotes restaurant, k denotes state, and t = 0 if the observation is from Feb–Mar
and t = 1 if the observation is from Nov–Dec. Variables are described at the start of the
output.

(a) Interpret the coefficient γ, and calculate a 90% confidence interval.

γ is supposed to reflect the impact on employment per dollar change in the min-
imum wage rate. A very good student might note that γ̂ is simply the difference
in employment across states (conditional on covariates), divided by the difference
in the minimum wage rate.

CIα (γ̂) = γ̂ ± t1−α/2 × ŝe (γ̂)

= −5.18± 1.64× 2.29

= [−8.94,−1.43]

(b) Calculate the R2 and the standard error of the regression (Root MSE).

R2 = TSS −RSS
TSS

= MSS

TSS
= 3963.81

29182.31 = 0.136

SER =
√

RSS

n− k − 1 =
√

25218.504
390 = 8.04

(c) Give an economic interpretation of the coefficients η2–η4. What might explain the
relatively large coefficient on -d4-?
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η2–η4 estimates how many employees there are at KFC, Roy Rogers and Wendys,
compared to at Burger King. Our estimates suggest that controlling for opening
hours and the number of registers, Roy Rogers employs about one person less
than Burger King, KFC one person more and Wendys four persons more. An
explanation for the latter could be that Wendys sells higher quality food that is
more labor intensive.

(d) Test H0 : η2 = η3 = 0.

F =
(
R2
u −R2

r

)
/ (ku − kr)

R2
u/ (n− ku − 1)

= (0.1358− 0.1314) /2
0.1358/390 = 6.318

So we can reject with p < 0.01.

(e) Explain how you would test the hypothesis H0 : η2 = η3.

Use the covariance matrix of the coefficients to calculate the standard error of
η̂2 − η̂3, and test whether this is significantly different from zero,

var (η̂2 − η̂3) = var (η̂2) + var (η̂3) + 2cov (η̂2,−η̂3)

From the matrix e(V ) listed in the output, this is

var (η̂2 − η̂3) = 2.7883 + 1.41097− 2 (0.5866) = 3.026
η̂2 − η̂3

ŝe (η̂2 − η̂3) = 1.1254 + 1.1777
1.7396 = 1.3239

Using 2-sided test and a t-table, p ≈ 20%.
Alternatively, one could estimate the model

empftikt = α+γminwagekt+β1nregsikt+β2hrsopenikt+η2 (d2 + d3)+η4d4+εikt

and do an F-test compared to the unrestricted model above.

2. We now want to control for potential selection issues by using the panel structure of our
data.

(a) Explain why the previous estimate of γ is likely to suffer from omitted variable bias.

State-specific factors will probably impact both employment and the minimum
wage. For instance, a high minimum wage could mean a higher wage level in
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the state, which might cause lower employment at a given employer. Or a high
minimum wage could mean that many employees are at the lower bound, which
could imply the opposite.

(b) Assume that εikt = µk+ζt+uikt and that E [uikt|xikt] = 0 (where xikt is the vector of
RHS-variables in (1) except -minwage-). Explain how you can then use the increase
in the minimum wage in New Jersey and a difference-in-differences (DD) model to
identify the effect of the minimum wage on employment. Give an example where the
necessary assumption(s) are violated.

You can use DD to control for (i) unobservables that change similarly across
states and (ii) unobservables that are constant in a state. Specifically, if xkt is
the vector of all control variables, -post-, and -state-, then we assume

E (εkt|xkt) = µk + νt + E (ukt|xkt)

E (ukt|xkt) = 0

which implies that

E [Y |state = 1, post = 1]− E [Y |state = 1, post = 0] = γ∆minwage+ νt

E [Y |state = 0, post = 1]− E [Y |state = 0, post = 0] = νt

and hence the DD estimator is a consistent estimator of γ∆minwage:

DD = E [Y |state = 1, post = 1]− E [Y |state = 1, post = 0]

−E [Y |state = 0, post = 1]− E [Y |state = 0, post = 0]

This assumption is not satisfied if there are time-varying factors affecting employ-
ment, that differ across states. For instance, if the macroeconomic environment
improves in New Jersey relative to Pennsylvania, then the DD estimator is biased
upwards.

(c) Using the means below, calculate a DD estimate of the impact of the minimum wage
law on employment. Calculate the standard error of the DD estimate. How much
does this suggest that the minimum wage affects full time employment in fast food
restaurants?
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D̂D =
[
Ȳ (state = 1, post = 1)− Ȳ (state = 1, post = 0)

]
−
[
Ȳ (state = 0, post = 1)− Ȳ (state = 0, post = 0)

]
= (8.45− 7.65)− (7.73− 10.31) = 3.38

var
(
D̂D

)
=

1∑
t=0

1∑
k=0

var Ȳ (state = k, post = t)

= 7.8572/320 + 7.9752/325 + 8.5142/76 + 10.8052/77 = 2.8587

ŝe
(
D̂D

)
=

√
ˆvar
(
D̂D

)
= 1.69

To interpret the estimate as the impact of the minimum wage hike, we should
divide the reduced form by the “first stage” (∆minwage):

γ̂ = DD/ (5.05− 4.25) = 4.22

(d) What regression would you run to estimate the DD model including control variables?

A regression equivalent with our data would be (suppressing the i subscript)

empftkt = α+ ξpostt + ηstatek +DD · postt × statek + x′ktβ + εkt

or equivalently
empftkt = αk + ηt + γkt + x′ktβ + εkt

3. For this exercise, assume that -nregs- is uncorrelated with the other RHS-variables in (1),
so that you can consider the bivariate regression of -empft- on -nregs-. Say you were
worried about the quality of the data on -nregs-, due to e.g. sloppy inputting of the data
by the data collectors. Specifically, assume that the true value of -nregs- is -nregs*-, and
that the observed value used in our estimation is

nregs = nregs∗ + ν

where cov (ν, ε) = cov (ν, nregs∗) = 0 .

(a) Show how this would affect the OLS-estimator on the coefficient β1.

The OLS estimator will then suffer from attenuation bias, i.e. it will be incon-
sistent and biased downwards. Ignoring the other covariates, the OLS estimator
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converges to

β̂1
p→ cov (nregs, empft)

var (nregs)

= cov (nregs∗ + ν, α+ β1nregs
∗ + ε)

var (nregs∗ + ν)

= β1
var (nregs∗)

var (nregs∗) + σ2
ν

< β1

(b) How would you estimate β1 if σ2
ν was known?

If σ2
ν is known, then we could use the fact that var (nregs∗) = var (nregs)− σ2

ν ,
and then correct the OLS-estimator using the empirical second moment of nregs,
M2
nregs:

β̂1
M2
nregs

M2
nregs − σ2

ν

p→ β1
var (nregs)

var (nregs)− σ2
ν

var (nregs∗)
var (nregs∗) + σ2

ν

= β1

(c) Suppose you have a variable z that you want to use as an instrument for -nregs-.
How and under what assumptions could you use z as an instrument to estimate β1 if
σ2
ν was not known?

If σ2
ν is not known (and var (nregs∗|xkt) is also not known), then we could use

an IV-strategy, where we use an appropriate instrument z for nregs∗ that is not
correlated with ν or ε, but is correlated with nregs∗, i.e.

cov (z, ν|xkt) = cov (z, ε|xkt) = 0

cov (z, nregs∗|xkt) 6= 0.

The IV-estimator then converges to (again ignoring the other covariates):

βIV
p→ cov (z, empft)

cov (z, nregs)

= cov (z, α+ β1nregs
∗ + ε)

cov (z, nregs∗ + ν)

= β1
cov (z, nregs∗)
cov (z, nregs∗) = β1

(d) Does the presence of measurement error in -nregs- matter for your estimate of γ?
What if -nregs- is correlated with -minwage-?
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The bias in β̂1 will affect the estimates on all correlated variables in the regression.

4. An alternative outcome is how much businesses depend on temporary employees. Consider
the model

tempikt = g (postt, statek, pttk)

where -temp- is a binary variable equal to one if the fraction of full time employees is below
25% and pt = post× state.

(a) The output below reports estimates from a linear probability model (LPM). How
would you interpret the coefficient on pt? Why should we use robust standard errors
when we estimate this model?

The coefficient suggests that the minimum wage hike decreased the number of
firms that depended heavily (>75%) on part time employees by almost 15%. The
LPM model inherently causes heteroskedasticity, because it fits a line through a
binary plot, and we should therefore use robust standard errors. Alternatively,
we can use the fact that -temp- is bernoulli with variance pr (1− pr) to estimate
the model using FGLS.

(b) The output below also reports estimates from a logistic regression. Explain why we
might prefer the logistic model to the LPM. How would you interpret the coefficient
on pt? Why might we be interested in the average partial effect and how would you
estimate it?

The logit model constrains the probability to lie within (0, 1). (Also, it has a
direct random utility interpretation.)
The coefficient can be interpreted as the impact on the log-odds ratio. A better
interpretation uses the means to calculate the marginal effect at the mean.

ME (pt) = ∂Pr (temp = 1|statek, postt)
∂pt

= βpt × Pr (temp = 1|statek, postt) [1− Pr (temp = 1|statek, postt)]

which can be estimated using coefficient estimates and predicted probabilities

x̂b = 0.103 + (−0.103) · 0.809 + 0.477 · 0.500 + (−0.611) · 0.404 = 0.01132

p̂r = exp
(
x̂b
)
/
(
1 + exp

(
x̂b
))

= 0.5028

M̂E (pt) = β̂pt · p̂r · (1− p̂r) = −0.6107× 0.5028 (1− 0.5028) = −0.1527

The average partial effect (APE) is defined as E (ME (pt) |statek, postt), and
reveals the expected effect in the population of the minimum wage hike. That is,
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where we account for the non-linearity of the logistic function by averaging the
predicted effect for all stores in the population.
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. codebook , c

Variable Obs Unique Mean Min Max Label
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
sheet 816 408 245.7206 1 522 store id
post 816 2 .5 0 1 1 if after the law; 0 if before the law
state 816 2 .8088235 0 1 1 if New Jersey ; 0 if Pennsylvania
empft 798 53 8.260025 0 60 # full -time employees
hrsopen 805 25 14.47174 7 24 number hrs open per day
nregs 788 7 3.606599 2 8 number of cash registers in store
minwage 816 3 4.4875 3.8 5.05 minimum wage rate (USD)
temp 816 2 .502451 0 1 More than 75% part -time employees
d1 816 2 .4191176 0 1 Burger King
d2 816 2 .1936275 0 1 KFC
d3 816 2 .2426471 0 1 Roy Rogers
d4 816 2 .1446078 0 1 Wendys
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. reg empft minwage hrsopen nregs d2 d3 d4 if post == 0

Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 397
-------------+------------------------------ F( 6, 390) = 10.22

Model | 3963.8072 6 660.634533 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual | 25218.5039 390 64.6628305 R- squared = ??????

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R- squared = 0.1225
Total | 29182.3111 396 73.6927048 Root MSE = ??????

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
empft | Coef. Std. Err. t P >|t| [95% Conf. Interval ]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
minwage | -5.175326 2.287741 -2.26 0.024 -9.673174 -.6774779
hrsopen | 1.246689 .2345699 5.31 0.000 .7855089 1.707868

nregs | .406892 .440174 0.92 0.356 -.4585188 1.272303
d2 | 1.125394 1.66983 0.67 0.501 -2.157601 4.408389
d3 | -1.17765 1.187845 -0.99 0.322 -3.513031 1.15773
d4 | 4.410411 1.577988 2.79 0.005 1.307983 7.512839

_cons | 9.739645 10.20142 0.95 0.340 -10.31701 29.7963
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// The estimated covariance matrix
. mat list e(V)

symmetric e(V)[7 ,7]
minwage hrsopen nregs d2 d3 d4 _cons

minwage 5.2337589
hrsopen .00914329 .05502302

nregs -.0894543 -.01651825 .19375316
d2 -.06950571 .29078532 -.14598265 2.7883324
d3 .04875771 .0217544 -.26431362 .58667747 1.4109752
d4 .06165892 .18232433 .19768582 1.2705091 .1148832 2.490047

_cons -21.602829 -.86166571 -.0233824 -4.2536109 -.04051366 -4.2342907 104.0689

. reg empft minwage hrsopen nregs d4 if post == 0

Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 397
-------------+------------------------------ F( 4, 392) = 14.82

Model | 3833.95992 4 958.48998 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual | 25348.3512 392 64.6641611 R- squared = 0.1314

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R- squared = 0.1225
Total | 29182.3111 396 73.6927048 Root MSE = 8.0414

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
empft | Coef. Std. Err. t P >|t| [95% Conf. Interval ]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
minwage | -5.077644 2.286704 -2.22 0.027 -9.573381 -.5819065
hrsopen | 1.086011 .1532682 7.09 0.000 .7846806 1.387342

nregs | .2091896 .3791192 0.55 0.581 -.5361717 .9545509
d4 | 3.730161 1.37591 2.71 0.007 1.025075 6.435247

_cons | 12.39512 9.849616 1.26 0.209 -6.969561 31.7598
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. tab state post , su( empft ) mean

Means of # full -time employees

1 if New |
Jersey ; 0 |

if | 1 if after the law;
Pennsylvan | 0 if before the law

ia | 0 1 | Total
-----------+----------------------+----------

0 | 10.311688 7.6513158 | 8.9901961
1 | 7.7323077 8.446875 | 8.0868217

-----------+----------------------+----------
Total | 8.2263682 8.2941919 | 8.2600251

. tab state post , su( empft ) standard

Standard Deviations of # full -time employees

1 if New |
Jersey ; 0 |

if | 1 if after the law;
Pennsylvan | 0 if before the law

ia | 0 1 | Total
-----------+----------------------+----------

0 | 10.805103 8.5143094 | 9.7941763
1 | 7.9747307 7.8571886 | 7.9185624

-----------+----------------------+----------
Total | 8.6339238 7.982493 | 8.3118934

. tab state post , su( empft ) obs

Number of Observations of # full -time employees

1 if New |
Jersey ; 0 |

if | 1 if after the law;
Pennsylvan | 0 if before the law

ia | 0 1 | Total
-----------+----------------------+----------

0 | 77 76 | 153
1 | 325 320 | 645

-----------+----------------------+----------
Total | 402 396 | 798

. reg temp state post pt

Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 816
-------------+------------------------------ F( 3, 812) = 2.63

Model | 1.96432881 3 .654776269 Prob > F = 0.0490
Residual | 202.030769 812 .248806366 R- squared = 0.0096

-------------+------------------------------ Adj R- squared = 0.0060
Total | 203.995098 815 .250300734 Root MSE = .4988

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
temp | Coef. Std. Err. t P >|t| [95% Conf. Interval ]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
state | -.025641 .0627996 -0.41 0.683 -.1489096 .0976276

post | .1153846 .0798727 1.44 0.149 -.0413967 .2721659
pt | -.1487179 .088812 -1.67 0.094 -.3230461 .0256102

_cons | .525641 .0564785 9.31 0.000 .4147799 .6365022
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. logit temp state post pt

Iteration 0: log likelihood = -565.5983
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -561.62876
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -561.62654
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -561.62654

Logistic regression Number of obs = 816
LR chi2 (3) = 7.94
Prob > chi2 = 0.0472

Log likelihood = -561.62654 Pseudo R2 = 0.0070

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
temp | Coef. Std. Err. z P >|z| [95% Conf. Interval ]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
state | -.1026542 .2520684 -0.41 0.684 -.5966992 .3913909

post | .4771643 .3273096 1.46 0.145 -.1643506 1.118679
pt | -.6106957 .3625301 -1.68 0.092 -1.321242 .0998503

_cons | .1026542 .2267538 0.45 0.651 -.3417751 .5470834
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. mean state post pt

Mean estimation Number of obs = 816

--------------------------------------------------------------
| Mean Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval ]

-------------+------------------------------------------------
state | .8088235 .0137742 .7817865 .8358606

post | .5 .0175142 .4656217 .5343783
pt | .4044118 .0171912 .3706675 .438156

--------------------------------------------------------------
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